Dr. Adi Armon
Affiliation: Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Title of presentation in Berlin: Between Hiroshima and Eichmann: The Philosophy of Günther Anders.

Email Address: adiarmon@gmail.com

Dr. Mark Cole
Affiliation: Cleveland State University

Title of presentation in Berlin: Jewish Foodways in Nazi Germany.
Title of presentation in Jerusalem: Consumption Patterns of German-Jewry during the Years of Persecution.

Email Address: m.b.cole@csuohio.edu

Dr. Avital Davidovich-Eshed
Affiliation: The Center for the Study of Conversion and Inter-Religious Encounters (I-Core), Ben Gurion University of the Negev, The Kogod Research Center, Shalom Hartman Institute

Title of presentation in Berlin: Defloration as Cultural Drama: Body, Gender, Knowledge and Conflict in Medieval and Early Modern Ashkenazi Jewish Culture.
Title of presentation in Jerusalem: Reliving Sinai: Wedding Rituals, Communal Identity and Inter-Religious Polemics in Medieval Ashkenaz.

Email Address: avitaleshed@gmail.com

Dr. Gaelle Fisher
Affiliation: University of Augsburg

Title of presentation in Berlin: What is (a) Bukovinian? Contests over Bukovina’s heritage after the Second World War.
Title of presentation in Jerusalem: Zionism, Victimhood and Germanness: Constructing belonging for Bukovina Jews after WWII.

Email Address: gaelle.fisher@ucl.ac.uk
Dr. Rachel Furst  
Affiliation: Hebrew University of Jerusalem; FU Berlin  
Title of presentation in Berlin: **Claiming Credibility: Women's Legal Activity in the Jewish Courts of Late Medieval Ashkenaz.**  
Title of presentation in Jerusalem: **Un-recorded Justice: The (Non-) Archival Practices of Jewish Courts in Medieval Ashkenaz.**  
Email Address: rachelfurst@gmail.com

Dr. Hanan Harif  
Affiliation: Hebrew University of Jerusalem  
Title of presentation in Berlin: **Shlomo Dov Goitein: Research, Ideology and in-between.**  
Title of presentation in Jerusalem: **Yosef Yo’el Rivlin's Hebrew Al-Quran (1936): Local, German or Zionist?**  
Email Address: harifim@gmail.com

Dr. David Jünger  
Affiliation: Zentrum für Jüdische Studien, Berlin; postdoctoral fellow at the German Historical Institute in Washington, D.C.  
Title of presentation in Berlin: **The long shadow of the German-Jewish past. Jewish Refugees from Nazi-Germany as Emissaries in postwar Jewish affairs.**  
Title of presentation in Jerusalem: **“We understand them too well, the Blacks in the ghetto of Harlem...” Holocaust memory and Black-Jewish collaboration in the struggle for civil rights in postwar America.**  
Email Address: d.juenger@zentrum-juedische-studien.de

Dr. Victoria Kumar  
Affiliation: Karl-Franzens University, Graz  
Title of presentation in Berlin: **Visionary, pioneer and fighter for the Jewish state: The Austrian revisionist Zionist Wolfgang von Weisl (1896-1974).**  
Title of presentation in Jerusalem: **Loyal follower and constant critic – Wolfgang von Weisl and his relationship to Vladimir Jabotinsky.**  
Email Address: victoria.kumar@uni-graz.at
**Dr. Michal Pick-Hamou**  
Affiliation: Hebrew University of Jerusalem  
Title of presentation in Berlin: *Migrating Representations: Cinematography (of Jews) and the early German cinema*  
Title of presentation in Jerusalem: *Migrating Representations: Cinematography of political and cultural ideas of Eretz-Israeli Zionist cinema (the yishuv period) and the early German cinema – reflection and self-critic.*  
Email Address: hamo.pick@gmail.com

**Dr. Orr Scharf**  
Affiliation: Open University of Israel  
Title of presentation in Jerusalem: *The Dark Side of Theo-Politics: Martin Buber's Conception of Gnosis as Radical Evil.*  
Email Address: orr.scharf@gmail.com

**Dr. Michal Szulc**  
Affiliation: University of Potsdam  
Title of presentation in Berlin: *The Transformation of Jewish Community Organization in the Prussian Grand Duchy of Poznań and West Prussia in the 19th century.*  
Email Address: mszulc@uni-potsdam.de

**Dr. Werner Treß**  
Affiliation: Zentrum für Jüdische Studien, Berlin  
Title of presentation in Berlin: *On the origin of the „Wissenschaft des Judentums“ in the context of academic nationalism and political Protestantism in the early 19th century.*  
Title of presentation in Jerusalem: *The controversial nexus between ‘Wissenschaft des Judenhasses’ and ‘Wissenschaft des Judentums’.*  
Email Address: werner.tress@hu-berlin.de
Dr. Dorit Yosef
Affiliation: Open University of Israel

Title of presentation in Berlin: Home making as a Zionist Narrative.
Title of presentation in Jerusalem: Daily concerns of German immigrants in Erez Israel during the 1930s as reflected in the Zionist German Jewish press: Jüdische Rundschau and Mitteilungsblatt (MB).

Email Address: yosef.dorit@gmail.com